Discerning Diverse Voices Symposium Participant Instructions:

All participants will register for the Symposium through the registration link no later than Wednesday, March 2, 2022. The symposium is FREE.

Time Limits: Each session is one hour, including the presentations and Q&A with the live audience. See the individual session types below to help you plan for your presentation.

Paper presenters:
Paper presentations are live and should range from 10-12 minutes each (depending upon the number of papers in your session) to allow equitable presentation opportunities and time for brief Q&A. Please note that our moderators do keep time so please be mindful of the minutes allotted so that each presenter can be heard and so there can be time for questions. If desired, presenters should have their PowerPoint or other digital materials available to share during their Zoom session.

Panel presenters:
Panelists should coordinate with their moderator on time limit and whether they will use any form of presentation tool. All panelists should be finished with their presentations in time for a brief Q&A at the end. Moderators should be prepared to introduce the panelists and manage the time for their session.

Diversity bubbles:
The symposium has a dedicated networking space that can be utilized throughout the day by our attendees for short meetings. We will also be using this space to house our Diversity Bubbles. At announced times throughout the day, facilitators will lead small group conversations around specific topics suggested by participants and chosen by the DDVS committee.

For any questions on presentation logistics, please contact Dr. Suzanne Horsley, horsley@apr.ua.edu.